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Review of Amy of London
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Details of Visit:

Author: equinus
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: 20.7.05 8.00 pm
Duration of Visit: 4 hrs
Amount Paid: 550
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

My hotel

The Lady:

Attractive blonde, looks older than photos, hair extensions, overly enhanced boobs, sunbed tan,
some subtle tattoos.

The Story:

For several years I have followed F/R recommendations without contributing but after this
unmitigated disaster I have to put the record straight.
Arrangements beforehand were adequate although the receptionist phoned earlier that day (and
called me by the wrong name!) even when I specifically said I would ring her when I checked into
the hotel.
I had arranged to take Amy out to dinner hence the 4 hour booking (again a mistake as I usually
meet the girl first). She arrived on time but appeared rushed and distracted. First kiss was not
promising. Went to an admittedly crowded restaurant which made conversation difficult but this is
not the brightest bunny in the warren and two hours passed slowly and painfully. Back to my hotel
and I could tell her heart wasn't in it. We had unremarkable sex for 30 minutes and then for the first
time ever I decided I couldn't take any more and asked her to leave - 1hr 20mins early.
If bowling ball boobs and no social skills are your thing then fine but there are much better girls out
there - I know!
After this experience I contacted Pat at 00-44 to book a girl for the following evening just to make
sure it wasn't me at fault - it wasn't! See F/R on Edyta of 00-44.
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